
 Triumph T120V 

Built the Month of  May in the year 1972        

Frame/Engine code— EG 55297 

FUEL SYSTEM 

1. Has the fuel tank been cleaned/sealed? Fuel lines 

replaced/inspected? Fuel filter(s) added? 

2. Carburetors been inspected, replaced (any components/model), 

rebuilt, adjusted/synchronized properly?  

3. Float bowls drained/cleaned, plug cleaned recently? 

4. Ticklers work properly? 

5. Have the gas taps been inspected, replaced? 

6. Any jets changed out larger/smaller (primary, needle, pilot). 

Original- primary (main) jet--.180   needle---.106  pilot—not 

removable. Needle position is 1. 

7. Has throttle valve been inspected, replaced? Throttle valve 

cutaway is No. 3 

8. Has the air lever been inspected, replaced, lubed? Adjusted 

properly?  

9. What octane fuel used? Leaded/Unleaded/Ethanol Free? 97 

minimum.  

ENGINE/GEARBOX 

   5.  Has the engine top end/bottom end, gear box ever been 

rebuilt? 

6. What bearings (rods, crank, main, gearbox, etc) have been      

replaced, inspected, lubed? 



7. Have the lifters, crank, rods, pistons etc. been 

rebuilt/inspected/replaced? 

8. Valves/valve springs (inlet, exhaust) and or lifters been 

adjusted, inspected and or replaced? Inlet valves .oo2 in, 

Exhaust valves .004 in. 

9. Has the sludge trap in the crank ever been cleaned out? 

10. Has the clutch been inspected, repaired, replaced  

11. Has the primary chain, rear chain been 

inspected/replaced/adjusted? Primary chain- 1/2in free 

movement.   Main/Drive chain- 3/4 in free movement on 

wheels/side stand, 1 3/4 on center stand with chain at 

slackest point. 

12. Rubber slipper in chain case replaced/inspected? 

13. Do the Chain adjusters function? 

14. Is the chain case breather tube free from obstruction to 

allow proper level of oil? 150c.c./ml 

15. Has timing been properly inspected/adjusted? 38 degrees? 

16.  Does it have the dipstick for the oil tank in the frame? 

17. Is the oil reservoir properly filled? 4.8 US pints 20w50 

18. Does the oil return to oil reservoir when running? 

19. Any oil leaks? Where? 

20. Have the oil pipes been inspected, replaced? 

21. Has the rocker oil feed pipe been inspected, cleaned? 

22. Has the oil pressure release valve been inspected, cleaned, 

replaced? 

23. Oil filter/screens (gauze) standard original or updated to 

remote oil filter? Screens cleaned? How often? 



24. Has oil in crankcase, chain case, oil reservoir, gearbox been 

changed recently? 

25. Has the oil pump been inspected, repaired, replaced?  Oil 

pump drive block slider replaced? 

26. What brand/weight of crankcase oil have you been using?  

27. What brand weight of gearbox oil have you been using? 

90wt. 500c.c./ml 

28. Has the gearbox been rebuilt any components replaced? 

29. Have the  gearbox sprocket/rear wheel sprocket been 

inspected, replaced? Gearbox sprocket is 19T, Rear wheel 

sprocket is 47T.  

30. Has the gearbox been properly filled until the level tube 

trickles? 500c.c./ml 

31. Has the clutch been inspected, rebuilt, replaced? 

32. Has the kick start been inspected, rebuilt, replaced? 

33. What is the crankcase/gearbox/chain case oil change 

interval? 

 

 

ELECTRICAL/IGNITION/CONTROLS 

 

34. Has the master electrical switch been inspected, repaired, 

replaced?  

35. Does the master elec. switch work in the – OFF, PILOT, 

IGNITION, IGNITION AND LIGHTS positions? ***Does it have a 

key(s)?*** 

36. How old is the battery? Check DC voltage started/sitting? 

37. Battery properly grounded (bare metal)? 



38. Has the 35 amp in-line fuse been inspected/replaced? 

39. Alternator repaired, replaced, inspected? 

40. What wiring has been replaced or repaired? 

41. Have you modernized any electrical components? 

42. Does the stop lamp switch work (F/R)? Have they been 

inspected/repaired/replaced? 

43. Ignition coils replaced/cleaned/inspected?  

44. Has the condenser pack been inspected, repaired, replaced? 

45. Wiring harness replaced/inspected? 

46. Has the rectifier, alternator, Zener diode been 

replaced/repaired/inspected? 

47. Has the ignition contact breaker been 

repaired/replaced/inspected?  

48. Contact breaker gaps (.015in) inspected/cleaned/adjusted? 

49. Spark plugs (Champion N3) inspected/replaced/gapped 

.025”? 

 

CONTROLS 

 

50. Do all Lights (tail, brake, head, signals), kill switch, horn 

work? 

51. Have the warning lights been inspected, replaced?  

52. Do the warning lights work? Oil pressure (red), high beam 

(green), turn indicator (amber) 

53. Have the head lamp dimmer/flasher switches been 

inspected, replaced?   

54. Has the ignition switch been inspected, repaired, replaced? 

***Do you have key(s)?*** 



55. Has the throttle, choke, clutch, brake (F/R) cables been 

replaced/cleaned/lubed/adjusted? 

56. Have the ignition/light switch (headlight/turn signal, engine 

kill switch) been inspected/replaced? 

57. Has the speedometer/tachometer been inspected, 

replaced? Read properly? Does the odometer/trip meter 

function? 

  

BRAKES/TIRES/WHEELS/SUSPENSION 

 

58. Are the tires original/modern or updated to tubeless? 

59. Is the front tire 3.25x19 and rear 4x18? Inflated correctly F- 

24psi, R- 25psi 

60. Have the F/R wheel bearings been inspected, replaced and 

properly greased?  

61. Have the F/R wheels been properly inspected/balanced? 

62. Are valve caps in place?  

63. Have you rebuilt/replaced and adjusted the front brakes? 

64. Have you rebuilt/replaced the rear brakes? 1/2 in free 

movement in pedal. 

65. Have the Front (lead) and or Rear (trail) break shoes been 

inspected, replaced? 

66. Have front fork seals been replaced, rebuilt, and fluid 

changed? 190c.c. each. Auto trans. fluid. 

67. Have the steering head races been adjusted/ 

replaced/rebuilt? 

68. Does the parking lock work? ***Do you have key(s)***  

69. Has rear suspension been replaced, rebuilt, lubricated?  



70. Does the rear suspension adjust up and down? 

 

MISC. 

 

71. Do you have any of the original sales paperwork, receipts, 

manuals, media that originally came with it? 

72. Do you have the original keys (Ignition switch, master 

electrical switch, front fork lock (parking lock)? 

 

NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 


